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Supports teachers through:
- production of educational resources
- Mediation
- Training

National Education Operator
creative and pedagogical support network

Context of confinement and closure of schools:

A two-step strategy to maintain continuity of learning
And support teachers
TWO-STEP STRATEGY

1. TO PROVIDE ADAPTED AND VARIED RESOURCES

2. MEDIATION AND TRAINING online: TO HUMANIZE THE SUPPORT
Website evolving in response to the needs

Three sections continually updated:

1- « I organize my class from home »
2- « I teach at home »
3- « All the resources »

And soon, a new tab for mediation and training ...
Multi-modal resources

Applications
Sites
Exercises
Animated films like « Les Fondamentaux » =>

https://lesfondamentaux.reseau-canope.fr/accueil.html
SOCIAL MEDIA MONITORING

NEEDS OF TEACHERS

RESEAU CANOPE ADJUSTS THE SUPPORT FOR TEACHERS
STEP 2: mediation and training online

- TUTORIALS
- WEBINARS
- HOTLINE/MAIL
- PODCASTS
STEP 2: mediation and training online

To illustrate:
Teaser for « Extraclasse »:
Series of podcasts (expert interviews, thematic broadcasts, teacher testimonies ...)
Réseau Canopé provides many hours of television programs:

280 videos:

- 70 for « La Maison Lumni » (France 2, France 4, France 5)
- 60 for LCP (parlementary Channel)
- 150 for ViaTélé (local TV network)
TO CONCLUDE

NATIONAL STRATEGY + TERRITORIAL STRATEGY

Support to academies
Training of 200 referents Pedagogical continuity